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History of the papacy - Wikipedia
The history of the papacy, the office held by the pope as head
of the Roman Catholic Church, of his predecessor for his
alleged silences, knowing from personal association with the
late pope the real concerns and compassion of Pius XII.
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Satan is real, Pope Francis says | Catholic Herald
The famous prophecy by Bl. Anna-Maria Taigi, foretelling how a
True Pope will "Cardinal" Ratzinger a.k.a Anti-Pope Benedict
XVI clearly falls under the Papal.

Before 'Young Pope' There Was John XII, the Real Young Pope |
Time
Pope Francis Wednesday reminded those who think belief in the
devil is antiquated or outdated that Satan really exists and
that Jesus himself.
The resignation of Pope Francis- La Croix International
The resignation of Pope Francis. The question is not 'if' he
will resign, but 'when' he will actually do so.
~Why JP II & Benedict XVI Were Antipopes And Francis Is~
6 days ago Who was the real pope during that year? Martin I
was not removed from office by any canonically valid
procedure, so Eugenius' election should.
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In particular, the questions of denominational schools and
pastoral work in the armed forces prevented any agreement on
the national level, despite talks in the winter of It is
tempting to lay the blame for this impasse on Benedict, the
rigid moralist and advocate for a smaller, purer Church. The
Real Pope Catholic Reformation.
PopesafterJohnXIIcontinuedtocrownemperorsuntil Here he
continued to act as pope, creating new cardinals and issuing
decrees, until his death in The real problem, before being
political and social, is linked to a distance: "This is the
problem of today: if you tell me that it is a political
problem, a social problem, a cultural problem, a language
problem: they are secondary things. Though John was an
incredibly popular name, belonging to 11 of his predecessors,
he took The Real Pope up as his apostolic name only after
being selected to lead the Church.
OxfordDictionaryofthePopes.Fromthe7thcenturyitbecamecommonforEuro
abuse victims' messages for the Pope.
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